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        Tencent’s next level up: fewer big foreign franchise games, more in-house    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Corrects time period in paragraph 24 to “in January” from “last month” and Undawn’s revenue data from Appmagic to $288,000 from $287,000, adds global revenue for January) By Josh Ye HONG KONG (Reuters) -In a sea change at China’s Tencent, an easy-to-play game of cute characters tackling obstacle courses has taken precedence over developing a…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Tencent’s next level up: fewer big foreign franchise games, more in-house        
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        Asian LNG Imports Jump to Record for March on Bargain Buying    
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                (Bloomberg) — Global liquefied natural gas supplies are shifting back to Asia after a drop in prices prompted a flurry of purchases from emerging nations. Shipments to Asia rose to about 24 million tons in March, a 12% increase from last year and the highest ever for the month, according to ship-tracking figures from data…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Asian LNG Imports Jump to Record for March on Bargain Buying        
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        Biden threatens change in US policy if Netanyahu fails to protect Gaza civilians    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Jeff Mason and Steve Holland WASHINGTON (Reuters) – President Joe Biden threatened on Thursday to condition support for Israel’s offensive in Gaza on it taking concrete steps to protect aid workers and civilians, seeking for the first time to leverage U.S. aid to influence Israeli military behavior. Biden’s warning, relayed in a call with…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Biden threatens change in US policy if Netanyahu fails to protect Gaza civilians        
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        Ukraine says it downed 13 drones launched by Russia overnight    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                KYIV (Reuters) – Ukraine’s air force shot down all 13 drones used in Russia’s overnight attack on southern regions, the Ukrainian military said on Friday. Shahed drones were destroyed over the Zaporizhzhia, Odesa and Dnipropetrovsk regions. Russia also used two S-300/S-400 missiles and three Iskander-M ballistic missiles in the attack. One of the attacks targeted…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Ukraine says it downed 13 drones launched by Russia overnight        
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        UK house prices fall for first time in 6 months, Halifax data shows    
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                LONDON (Reuters) -British house prices fell 1.0% in March, their first drop since September 2023, figures from mortgage lender Halifax showed on Friday, leaving prices 0.3% higher than a year earlier. Economists polled by Reuters had forecast a monthly rise of 0.1% and an annual increase of 1.45%. Halifax director Kim Kinnaird said the drop…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK house prices fall for first time in 6 months, Halifax data shows        
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        Taiwan earthquake rescuers face threat of landslides, rockfalls as death toll at 12    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Fabian Hamacher and Joyce Zhou HUALIEN, Taiwan (Reuters) -Rescuers in Taiwan faced the threat of further landslides and rockfalls in their search on Friday for a dozen people still missing from this week’s earthquake, as the death toll rose to 12 and some of the stranded were brought to safety. Searchers discovered two more…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Taiwan earthquake rescuers face threat of landslides, rockfalls as death toll at 12        
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        Stocks Join Losses in Bonds as Fed-Cut Wagers Fade: Markets Wrap    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Wall Street traders sent both stocks and bonds lower after solid US factory data reinforced speculation that the Federal Reserve will be in no rush to cut interest rates. Treasuries fell across the curve — with 10-year yields climbing over 10 basis points — as manufacturing unexpectedly expanded for the first time since…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Stocks Join Losses in Bonds as Fed-Cut Wagers Fade: Markets Wrap        
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        SNB Flouts Global Practice by Promoting Insiders, Economists Say    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Swiss National Bank appointments go against the grain of global peers because the government keeps promoting insiders, according to a group of economists. As the country prepares to name a successor to President Thomas Jordan in time for his departure in September, the so-called SNB Observatory issued a report building on its prior…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: SNB Flouts Global Practice by Promoting Insiders, Economists Say        
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        RBA Drops Rate-Hike Discussion as Risks Seen a Bit ‘More Even’    
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                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Australia’s central bank signaled a further shift toward a neutral stance as minutes of its March meeting showed the board didn’t consider the case to raise interest rates for the first time since May 2022. The Reserve Bank made no mention of rate-hike discussions in the minutes released Tuesday, while noting the balance…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: RBA Drops Rate-Hike Discussion as Risks Seen a Bit ‘More Even’        
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        BIS and Banks to Test Tokenization of Cross-Border Payments    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The Bank for International Settlements and seven central banks including the Federal Reserve Bank of New York will test using tokenization to increase the speed and integrity of international payments. Partnering with a large group of private financial companies, they will explore combining wholesale versions of tokenized central bank money and commercial bank…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: BIS and Banks to Test Tokenization of Cross-Border Payments        
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        Analysis-Biden ultimatum to Netanyahu: protect Gaza civilians, or else    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Arshad Mohammed, Matt Spetalnick and Steve Holland WASHINGTON (Reuters) – U.S. President Joe Biden effectively gave Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu an ultimatum on Thursday: protect Palestinian civilians and foreign aid workers in Gaza or Washington could rein in support for Israel in its war against Hamas militants. The message, after months of U.S.…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Analysis-Biden ultimatum to Netanyahu: protect Gaza civilians, or else        
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        Swiss Executive Gets No Prison in ‘Singapore Solution’ Tax Scam    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — An executive at a Swiss holding company was sentenced to no prison time for participating in a scheme to help US taxpayers hide more than $60 million in assets in a fraudulent arrangement known as the “Singapore Solution.” Daniel Walchli, 56, pleaded guilty last year to a single count of conspiracy to defraud…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Swiss Executive Gets No Prison in ‘Singapore Solution’ Tax Scam        
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        CLO Managers Fret Altice Downgrade to Trigger Selloff of Riskiest Bonds    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The fallout from Altice France’s decision to threaten a haircut for creditors is just beginning.  The ratings downgrade to CCC that followed means some managers of collateralized loan obligations, which bundle up slices of loans from the likes of Altice and sell them as bonds, are in jeopardy of breaching the maximum amount…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: CLO Managers Fret Altice Downgrade to Trigger Selloff of Riskiest Bonds        
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        Cannes Yacht Encounter Sparked Geneva Bankers’ Alleged $1.8 Billion 1MDB Fraud    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — It began with a meeting on a yacht off the coast of Cannes in the summer of 2009. The newly-elected prime minister of Malaysia was aboard at the invitation of businessman Jho Low and Saudi-Swiss businessman Tarek Obaid. The men had gathered to explore deals for Malaysia’s new economic development fund, 1MDB.  Fifteen…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Cannes Yacht Encounter Sparked Geneva Bankers’ Alleged $1.8 Billion 1MDB Fraud        
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        Thames Water’s Safer Bonds Start to Drop on State Rescue Fears    
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                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The growing possibility of a state rescue at Thames Water is weighing on debt that was previously considered to be insulated from the utility company’s woes.  Bonds of Thames Water’s parent entity, Kemble Water Finance Limited, which has said it won’t be able to repay a loan due later this month, have long…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Thames Water’s Safer Bonds Start to Drop on State Rescue Fears        
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        US Payrolls Seen Hitting at Least 200,000 for a Fourth Month    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Healthy US employment gains likely continued in March while wage growth moderated, indicating the nation’s labor market is poised to keep stoking the economy with limited risk of an inflation resurgence. Payrolls in the world’s largest economy are seen increasing by at least 200,000 for a fourth straight month, according to a Bloomberg…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: US Payrolls Seen Hitting at Least 200,000 for a Fourth Month        
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        Abu Dhabi Consolidates Pharma Assets, Sets Sights on M&A     

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Abu Dhabi sovereign wealth fund ADQ is consolidating some of its pharmaceutical assets to create one of the region’s largest life sciences firms, with operations across four continents. The new entity will include Egypt’s Amoun Pharmaceutical Co., Switzerland’s Acino International and Turkey’s Birgi Mefar Group. Arcera, as the holding company will be called,…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Abu Dhabi Consolidates Pharma Assets, Sets Sights on M&A         
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        Switzerland Is Reworking Its Rulebook to Stop Another Banking Meltdown    
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                (Bloomberg) — Switzerland is accelerating efforts to reform its banking regulations a year after the collapse of Credit Suisse — and handing more power to those who will enforce them.  The government is due to unveil long-awaited proposals for legislation in the coming days that are likely to touch on all of the main pillars…            
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        UBS Pledges $2 Billion of Share Buybacks Over Next Two Years    
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                (Bloomberg) — UBS Group AG said it would buy back up to $2 billion of its shares over the next two years, giving shareholders greater visibility on returns as the lender targets completion of its takeover of Credit Suisse.  The new program will begin Wednesday and end at the latest on April 2, 2026. “Our…            
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        SNB Study Shows Billions Needed to Keep Swiss Currency in Check    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 5, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The Swiss National Bank needs to spend roughly 27 billion francs ($30 billion) to keep its currency from appreciating 1.1%, according to a staff paper that offers a rare vignette into what officials may be thinking. Currency purchases by the central bank “are effective and long-lasting,” and have helped Switzerland avoid a large…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: SNB Study Shows Billions Needed to Keep Swiss Currency in Check        
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